REFERENCE

PLATINUM M

PLATINUM M4 set 5.1
“On looks alone, the Platinum M set ranks among speaker nobility.”
Constructed to be tonally neutral and almost free of discolouration, ... The
quality of both the external and internal workmanship of all components is
consistently high.
This means the Platinum M ensemble meets the requirements of discerning
multi-channel lovers from both the visual and technical points of view.”
“With upper-class performance at a middle-class price, the
Platinum M ensemble inspires listeners with its dynamics, its
multi-facetedness and its charisma.”
Source: areadvd.de 11.01.10

PLATINUM M4
“... Sometimes they seemed like sinfully expensive, membrane-controlled
active speakers. The Canton sounded similarly smooth and homogeneous,
but ultimately it too fell to the outstanding precision of the quadral.
The harmonic interplay of its three branches also continued in the rest of the
ranges, so that the PLATINUM M 4 became the clear test winner...”
“Cultivated, detailed, true-to-life sound with striking
precision.”
Source: stereoplay 12/09

PLATINUM M5 set 5.1
“The name says it all: With its PLATINUM series, quadral has created
a true gem, whose successful look and perfect workmanship allows it to be
integrated into almost any living room. ... where, thanks to its effervescent

nature, its terriﬁc stage and sound reproduction and extremely deep bass
performance are inspiring.
“In short: If there were a platinum medal for surpassing the
gold medal, we would have awarded it to this system!”
Source: HEIMKINO 12/09

PLATINUM M5
“The M5 set off true emotional ﬁreworks when live recordings of rock and
pop concerts wandered into the player. Whether it was Jimi Hendrix “Live at
Monterey” or Fanta 4’s “Heimspiel”, for a moment the listener found himself
transported to the front row of a live concert, feeling the system’s full power,
the enormously vibrant air of the stage, the atmosphere, and the groove of
the musicians. All that without a hint of irritation or impurity.”
“The PLATINUM is far and away one of the best live boxes in
rock history.”
Source: AUDIO 01/10

PLATINUM M5
“With the PLATINUM M5, quadral has created a true highlight. In regard
to sound, it rightly belongs in the upper range of our top class. ...we found
a speaker that brings home an unfettered live atmosphere and will surely
give many years of enjoyment to classical music lovers and concert hoppers
alike.”
Source: HiFi Test 6/09
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